and way of being, so as to transform themselves in order to attain a certain state of happiness, purity, wisdom, perfection, or immortality (Foucault 2003, 146) .
In other words, these technologies are the intellectual and practical procedures, instruments and tools suggested or prescribed to human beings in order for them to mold and govern their ways of being human. As Paul Rabinow and Nikolas Rose (2003) have pointed out, in Foucault's scheme of things "ethics" is understood in terms of the techniques, practices and procedures through which a subject works upon herself, thereby transforming herself into the willing subjects of a certain moral discourse. In fashioning her own self, the subject of Foucault's analysis is acting within a field of constraints, however-that is, he is not talking about a free, autonomous subject who crafts her/-self independently (of other persons, things, institutions, and so on). Instead, the subject for Foucault is constituted within the bounds of what he describes as "modes of subjectivation"-the ways in which the "individual establishes his relationship to the rule and recognizes himself as obligated to put it into practice" (Foucault 1985, 27) . 85 In this view, human beings are enjoined or summoned to recognize their moral obligations through a 85 "Mode of subjectivation" is the second component of Foucault's fourfold scheme of ethics (or the ethical fourfold to use Paul Rabinow 1997, xxvii), the first being "ethical substance," third "ethical work," and the fourth "telos." The ethical substance refers to "the way in which the individual has to constitute this or that part of himself as the prime material of his moral conduct," for example, the human body; ethical work is the work that "one performs on oneself, not only in order to bring one's conduct into compliance with a given rule, but to attempt to transform oneself into the ethical subject of one's behavior"-in short, the various techniques of the self such as sexual austerity and renunciation of pleasures, to cite Foucault's examples; and the telos of the ethical subject is the establishment of a "moral conduct that commits an individual…to a certain mode of being…characteristic of the ethical subject". Thus for Foucault, one's relation to oneself-i. e., self-formation as an "ethical subject"-is "a process in which the individual delimits that part of himself that will form the object of his moral practice, defines his position relative to the precept he will follow, and decides on a certain mode of being that will serve as his moral goal." This process demands that the individual "act upon himself, to monitor, test, improve, and transform himself." Foucault 1985, 26-28. system of order such as divine law or rational rule. Note that Foucault's idea of modes of subjectivation characteristic of ethical formation points up the relations of domination and structures of authority through which a subject transforms herself in order to realize a teleological model within a particular life world. 86 As there are different modes of subjectivation, of establishing one's relations to oneself through obedience to a moral code, Foucault's analysis of ethical formation urges that we examine the specific morphology-the contours and character-of ethical practices in order to understand the kind of ethical subject fashioned through such practices. These practices are best understood as techniques or arts of existence that include embodied acts and ways of one's daily conduct in life. Significantly, the idea of techniques of the self emphasizes the ethical work these techniques perform in creating subjectivity rather than the signification they carry for their practitioners.
Foucault's conception of ethical formation in turn takes its inspiration from a larger, much older tradition of ethics that we call Aristotelian. For Aristotle, moral virtues are acquired through habituation-"as a result of habit" (Nicomachean Ethics, 23) . 87 This involves a coordination of outward behaviours, including bodily acts, and inward dispositions through the repeated performance of acts that contain those specific virtues. Key to the conceptual architecture of Aristotelian moral thinking that has influenced both Christian and Islamic 86 The paradox of subjectivation in Foucault's conception of the subject is revealing: it is through subjection that a subject is formed-in other words, the capacity for action is made possible and produced through specific relations of subordination. The norms that subject one are also the conditions by which one becomes an "I." Thus, one is not just subjected to power, but also subjectivated (made a subject) by power. 87 Commenting on Aristotle's notion of the efficacy of "habit" in her study of the common prayer in early modern England, Ramie Targoff notes that 'Hamlet's advice to Gertrude-"assume a virtue if you have it not"-originates from the behaviorist philosophy outlined in the Nicomachean Ethics, which posits a causal link between ethics (ethike) and habit (ethos).' (Targoff 2001, 4) .
tradition is the notion of habitus-a concept first introduced into the social sciences by Marcel Mauss (1979) and popularized by Pierre Bourdieu (1977) . Habitus is about ethical formation made possible by a certain pedagogical process through which a moral disposition is acquired.
This process entails the acquisition of a virtue by a person through consistent physical exertion, assiduous practice, and discipline such that this virtue becomes permanently enmeshed and sedimented in the person's character. Drawing on Mauss's formulation of habitus in his essay "Body Techniques," cultural anthropologist Talal Asad employs habitus to refer to the "predisposition of the body," to its "traditional sensibilities"-to "that aspect of a tradition in which specific virtues are defined and an attempt is made to cultivate and enact them" (Asad 2006, 289; see also Asad 1993, 75-76 and Asad 2003, 251-52) . One can see an echo of this principle in the fourteenth century Muslim thinker Ibn Khaldun's (d. 1406) notion of "malaka".
As Ibn Khaldun puts it, "A (malaka) is a firmly rooted quality acquired by doing a certain action and repeating it time after time, until the form of (that action) is firmly fixed. A (malaka) corresponds to the original (action after which it was formed)" (Khaldun 1958, 346) . 88 The notion of habitus, therefore, brings to relief the constitutive role of conscious, repeated performance of actions-virtuous or otherwise-in forging and augmenting subjectivities.
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88 In considering the classical Islamic tradition of adab as the foundation of the soul or personality of the human being as a whole, Ira Lapidus (1984) explores the Khaldunian idea of malaka/habitus along with the relevant work of classical Muslim scholars Miskawaih (d. 1030) and al-Ghazzali (d. 1111) . Adab in this tradition means correct knowledge and behaviour in the entire process by which an individual is trained, guided, and fashioned into a good Muslim. 89 While illuminating the conception of salat (ritual prayer) guiding the Egyptian women's mosque movement, Saba Mahmood also draws on the Aristotelian formulation of habitus, which means "an acquired excellence at either a moral or a practical craft, learned through repeated practice until that practice leaves a permanent mark on the character of the person" (Mahmood 2005, 136 Mappilas. I also want to urge that the devotional performance narratives such as the ones I am presently concerned with should be apprehended and appreciated not through the lens of an abstract "literarization" which reduces these narratives to mere cultural artifacts having no bearing upon one's daily conduct in life-a lens that also relegates these narratives to a putative realm of private, individual consumption. Instead-and here I stress-they should be explored with adequate attention to their social production and performative dimensions which enable a particular life world where the literary is reducible neither to the performative nor to the aesthetic. That is to say, a proper understanding of devotional performance genres of Mappila literary culture also requires a profound sensitivity on our part to the ethical work they perform on Mappila selves, to the accomplishment of which the poetics of these narratives is no less crucial.
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91 It should now be clear that my point is not to privilege the ethical performance of Mappila devotional genres at the expense of their aesthetic, stylistic dimensions. My point is simply this: to understand the true "literariness" of Mappila devotional genres, one also needs to take serious note of the performative value of these genres which is in turn facilitated and sustained by the aesthetic and stylistic features of these genres. The dominant tendency in Mappila literary studies is to valorize the formal stylistics of texts at the cost of their social life.
My specific argument is that Mappila devotional performance genres like the mawlud and mala are best understood as transformative practices in which the reciter-performer not only enacts a special relationship with the object of veneration in these genres-the Prophet, Sufis, etc.-but also develops and cultivates pious dispositions such as the virtuous love and reverence for the extolled. While the mawlud is usually recited collectively rather than individually on various occasions like the celebration of the Prophet's birthday, of death anniversaries of Sufi figures, housewarming, wake, etc., the mala is more often than not sung individually seeking fulfilment of certain needs or desires such as protection against maladies, or for its general meritorious value. However, to flesh out my argument, I focus my attention on the performative aspects of the mawlud in this chapter and on the mala in the next, although my analysis will be no less consequential for an understanding of devotional performance narratives across languages and cultures. The mawlud, contra the mala, is the most "untouchable," as it were, of topics in Mappila literary/cultural studies and therefore the most deserving of critical attention.
This is not to say that the mala genre has been extensively, if not exhaustively, studied. In fact, the performative dimensions of the mala have received scant scholarly attention-and this is an issue I try to address in this dissertation (see chapters three, four and six in particular). Yet, the mala as a popular type of Mappila songs has been widely celebrated in contemporary Mappila scholarship, although this celebration has largely remained blind to the social production of the genre (Cf. Vallikkunnu 1999 , 2008 . In contrast, the mawlud has received a raw deal, as it were-there is not even an adequate acknowledgment, let alone celebration, of this genre in mainstream writing on Mappila culture (Cf. Moulavi and Kareem 1978; Kunhi 1982) .
The Ethnographic Entanglement
My ethnographic The lines seperating participant-observer from informant collapse as I enter into the spirit of the mawluds and malas I have professionally observed as an ethnographer and come to speak the same language as my informants'. Therefore, if my own voice, as distinct from my scholarly 92 Needless to say, in the interests of confidentiality, I have changed all the personal names referring to institutions, mawlud attendees, and mala reciters that figure in this chapter and the next.
voice, is also audible in the din of my ethnographic minutia, that is because I have no ethnographic "other" to confront in the first place-in studying and writing about Mappilas and their devotional performance narratives, I have also studied and written about myself as a Mappila. I know this situation has its own costs but I do not think that intellectual labour should necessarily be quarantined from life, that if one practises, as it were, what one studies, then one cannot study it "critically."
Also, the devotional practices such as recitation of the mawlud and mala are still so common a scene in Mappila religious lifescape that many Mappilas who participate in such practices do not even consider them a subject worthy of enquiry. Indeed, this take-it-for-granted attitude on the part of Mappilas towards ritual performances that animate their daily life was made clear to me in many standard comments I received from several of my informants when I told them that my research concerned the mawlud and mala. Some would greet me with a shrug of shoulders, giving the impression that there was nothing one could actually research about so familiar, "invisible" and quotidian a practice. Others would pity me for "wasting" a hard-won research opportunity on so "uninteresting," "old-fashioned" a topic. However, my own conviction is that it is important to make strange this familiarity, to render visible this invisibility, if we are to cast light on the rich morphology of the devotional practices internal to the architecture of ethical self-fashioning in contemporary Keralite Islam. This dissertation is an attempt, in a preliminary way, at this kind of defamiliarization and making visible of some of the familiar yet invisible aspects of Mappila literary culture.
Against Literarization
Be that as it may, what piqued my interest the most and then pitchforked me into this study was the sheer absence of any substantive discussion on the devotional, performative aspects of But most studies of Mappila literary culture have been carried out by writers who represent the "opposing" side of this internal debate within the tradition, however. I am thinking 93 It is beyond the scope of this chapter to dwell on the arguments and counter-arguments on the religious legitimacy of the mawlud and mala as they are played out in debates among Mappilas who either uphold or reject these contentious practices. Since my interest in this study is to explore what devotional genres do to those Mappilas for whom these genres are integral to the overall program of realizing what they take to be a pious Muslim, I do not have anything to say about this debate here except to note that (a) both sides of the debate invoke orthodoxy or models of "correct practice" in support of their conflicting arguments and, consequently, I see this debate and contestation as an inherent aspect of the "discursive tradition" of Islam, (to follow Talal Asad 1986, 14-17)-as a sign of the vibrancy of the tradition rather than a sign of its crisis; (b) both the practitioners and their detractors operate within different "semeiotic ideologies" (Webb Keane 2003 , 2007 Apart from paper presentations on various aspects of the mawlud, the event also included live performance of the mawlud which was recorded for future use. The organizers said that they would publish that recording in CD form for wider public consumption. The seminar further passed a resolution to the effect that as a performance genre of Mappila literary culture, the mawlud should be treated on a par with other Mappila performance arts such as kolkali, oppana, and daff muttu, and should be introduced as a competition item in the annual State School Youth Festival in Kerala hosted by the Education Department of Government of Kerala. Mappila songs, and Mappila performance arts such as kolkali, oppana, and daff muttu are already part of this cultural extravaganza. For brief descriptions of major Mappila art forms, see Hudawi 2014c. 97 It is men who participate in mawluds held at mosques, as women are not allowed access to the mosque for religious reasons among the larger section of the Mappila community. However, both men and women participate in the mawlud held outside of the mosque-in households, public halls, etc., although both will be sexually segregated, again, in accord with the demands of proper Islamic conduct these Mappilas aspire to. For reasons of religiously-demanded sexual segregation, I have not been able to observe and document the dynamics of women's participation in mawlud and all of my data comes from attending and taking part in men's mawluds, as it were, (many of which women would also join in an adjacent room/hall-which was inaccessible to me-when mawluds are held off mosque). 98 Of course, I am talking about the bare minimums here: the materials used to add color and vigor to the mawlud occasion vary from place to place, household to household. As for the number of attendees at the mawlud, it also differs across occasions, venues, etc. Of the mawluds I have attended, the ones held in the Huda Masjid at Kizhisseri in the first twelve days of Rabi'ul Awwal had 40-50 attendees on an average. In the same mosque, the birthday of the Prophet drew more than one hundred participants to the early morning mawlud recitation. In households, I
at local madrasas/mosques) in front of whom is placed some adorned pillow or decorative cloth to hold the prayer manual from which to recite a particular mawlud text.
A mawlud text begins with a certain rhymed prose narrative (better known by the Arabic word hadith, which technically refers to the tradition of the Prophet) followed by a corresponding poem (often called bayt, which means "verse" in Arabic)-the mawlud is in Arabic through and through. The number of prose narratives interspersed with poems differs from mawlud to mawlud and it is not uncommon to make an improvised mawlud-so to speak- Once a prose narrative comes to a close, as indicated by the reader's modulation of voice while giving out the last word, the entire group fervently chants salat three times, thereby paving the way for the corresponding poem to be sung with much more fervour. Each poem that follows have attended mawluds where the number of participants ranged from 10 to 20 to 30, and even more, depending on the size and scale of the ritual events. 99 See chapter two for a discussion of the literary genre of mawlid/mawlud, popular mawlid narratives, etc., with a focus on the Manqus Mawlud, a mawlud text in wide circulation in Kerala.
a prose narrative has a familiar refrain (usually called jawab, literally "answer") to it that all the attendees know by heart, even though many of my informants have got it grammatically wrong due to their lack of knowledge of Arabic. But the important point is that all attendees, including children, are familiar with the jawabs to mawlud poems and they chant them in unison during the mawlud performance. The jawab is repeated after each line of the poem. While the attendees also follow the whole poem that is being sung under the musliyars' supervision-of course, most of the attendees have committed to memory parts, and some even the whole, of mawlud poems through regular attendance at performances-it is through the jawab that the full participation of attendees is not only secured but also sustained effectively. Note that although Mappilas have basic familiarity with Arabic as the language is so crucial to them liturgically, their literacy in
Arabic is largely about recognizing the grapho-phonic correspondences, and so being capable of producing the right sounds, when reading the Quran, for example. Therefore, the mawlud text, 101 It may be recalled that the word "sabeena" is a corruption of the Persian "shabeena" which means "nocturnal"
(Kareem 1983). Since Mappilas used to (and continue to) recite mawluds, malas, and other devotional songs, and a variety of litanies from the prayer book daily at night, most especially between maghrib (sunset prayer) and 'isha'(night prayer), the prayer book was also called sabeena/safeena metonymically, meaning "that which is recited at night" (see chapter four for more on the Mappila sabeena).
In actual practice, the use of mawlud narratives in Malabar, as elsewhere in Muslim societies, extends well beyond the occasion of the Prophet's birthday, only an annual event, to the daily grind of life for devout Muslims. The mawlud performs a tremendous array of literary, thaumaturgical, liturgical, and religious functions for the Sunni Mappilas. They range from personal acts of piety and devotion to the Prophet, to its widespread public recitation, especially, in many areas other than the Prophet's birthday: at wakes, housewarmings, marriages, in fulfilment of vows, before the start of a new undertaking, and so forth. While it is also recited by Mappila Muslims individually for its meritorious and numinous value, in fulfilment of desires, etc. the mawlud is more commonly held collectively at households, mosques, and public venues.
Indeed, most of the mawluds I attended during my fieldwork in parts of Malappuram district in South Malabar were held in connection with housewarmings, wakes, and death anniversaries of family members, although the mawluds which were performed in fulfilment of vows and simply to gain barkat (blessing) and earn merit were not uncommon.
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The Islamic month of Rabi'ul Awwal which witnessed the Prophet's birth, is the month of the mawlud par excellence in Malabar-in this month, especially throughout its first twelve days, the twelfth day being the birthday of the Prophet, recitations and chants of mawlud narratives literally submerge the devotional soundscape of Mappila villages and towns. Though household events are not rare during this month, the mosque becomes the privileged site for the mawlud throughout the first two weeks of the month. The recitations are usually held in the evening between the sunset and night prayers (maghrib and 'isha') or immediately after the night prayer ('isha'). This mosque-centered mawlud festivity culminates in a well-attended, recital of the 102 There are popular mawlud occasions held at regular intervals in different parts of Malappuram district of northern Kerala. Examples are the weekly mawlud of Mundambra and the famous local mawlud (nattu mawlud) of Tanur. Mundambra is a village near Areacode town in Malappuram. The weekly mawlud here is held every Monday night at the local mosque and it involves the recitation of the Manqus Mawlud. It was reportedly started about a century ago at the behest of a local scholar who suggested the mawlud recitation as a cure when cholera broke out at Mundambra, leaving a trail of death over the area. Tanur is a coastal town in Malappuram. The annual local mawlud festival held here on Friday nights of the Islamic month of Rabi'ul Aqir, again, was started more than a century ago as a cure for cholera and plague that were raging through the locality. The Tanur local mawlud includes recitation of constellations of mawlud texts, including the Manqus Mawlud, Muhyiddin Mawlud (a mawlud in honour of the Sufi master Shaikh Muhyiddin Abdul Qadir al-Jilani), and Rifaii Mawlud (a mawlud venerating the Sufi leader Shaikh Ahmad al-Kabir al-Rifaii)-all circulating in the Mappila prayer book called mawlud kitab/sabeena (Faizy 2008). On a personal note, I have participated in the local mawlud festival at Tanur once, although I did so more as a practitioner than as an ethnographer. However, my ethnographic data in this dissertation does not concern either the Mundambra Mawlud or the Tanur Mawlud. Nonetheless, I believe that field analysis of these popular mawlud gatherings will yield greater insight into the sociality of many contemporary Mappilas.
mawlud on the early morning of the twelfth day of Rabi'ul Awwal to coincide with the time of the Prophet's birth which, according to tradition in circulation among my informants, took place in the early hours nearing the break of dawn on a Monday-the time that is just before the time of the obligatory dawn prayer (subhi). After a mawlud at the mosque, blessed sweets or pudding known as chirni-a corruption of the Persian word "shirini," literally "sweets"-is served.
Usually sponsored by residents of a mahallu, (literally, "place," but in Mappila usage refers to a We live in such an age where it is very hard to live a "proper" (sharikkum) Muslim life so it is important to hold events of this sort (mawlud) so that we and, especially, our children exuding joy over the Prophet's birth is also part of loving him. Thus, when we serve food at the mawlud, it is doubly virtuous, as it were: we serve food, which is in itself part of the Sunna (tradition) of Muthu Nabi, but we also do so on account of our love for Nabi Tangal (the Prophet). We know that we don't feel true love for him at first but if we continue to recite the mawlud and participate in mawlud feasts, and say salat (invocations on the Prophet), we will gradually cultivate love for Nabi Tangal, which, if developed fully, will guide us through our daily life and then, you know, we won't go astray. That love will keep us to the sunna of Nabi Tangal.
Nothing associated with the mawlud is in vain, nothing! No matter how trivial it might look to our eyes. Inviting people to the mawlud, assisting in making arrangements for the mawlud in mosques and elsewhere, amassing monetary and other resources for the mawlud celebrations in mahallus, preparing the mawlud feast-anything and everything connected with the mawlud is important and meritorious, and earns the doer the riza (pleasure) of both Allah and his Messenger.
I have allowed Baqavi to speak at some length for himself and the Mappilas whom he serves so that we can learn from Mappilas themselves about the heart of the program of self-cultivation made possible by the mawlud in all its constitutive facets-from the recitation of the mawlud text to the serving of food at the end. Baqavi calls attention to the key emotions appropriate to the devotional practice of the mawlud: love and reverence for the Prophet and joy at his much sought after birth. Indeed, mawlud texts are not lacking in references to these emotions underlying the celebration of the mawlud. For example, in Manqus there are references to the mawlid being celebrated in expression of joy at the Prophet's birth (farahan bi mawlidi rasulillahi). The evocation and expression of appropriate emotions that Baqavi places at the center of the Mappila mawlud resonate with the practice of the mawlid celebration in the larger Islamic world. In this tradition, sentiments such as joy and love are treated as concrete matters to be regulated under the Islamic law (shari'a) which in turn are subject to divine reward and punishment.
Accordingly, evoking and manifesting joy and delight at the birth of the Prophet is considered by the mawlud practitioners to be a religious act which is no less obligatory.
Similarly, love of the Prophet is also deemed to be an obligation on the part of Muslims and there are authoritative hadiths to this effect, including the one alluded to in the excerpt from Baqavi's lesson-i.e., a true believer ought to love the Prophet more dearly than "his parents, his children, and the whole humankind" (min validihi va valadihi va al-nasi ajma'in) . 104 Moreover,
there is an impressive body of Islamic literature that thematizes the emotions such as joy and love that are appropriate to the mawlid celebration, and as this is available elsewhere, I do not wish to rehearse it here (see Katz 2007 for a useful summary). What is remarkable, however, is that since the necessary emotions such as joy, love, reverence, and gratitude are impalpable in and of themselves, they must find expression in outward activities. To rejoice, to love, to revere, and to be grateful-they are all not mere subjective feelings but performative acts as well.
Therefore, these emotions manifest themselves in a variety of external acts such as recitation, singing, standing, taking out procession, decorating, feasting, etc. It is to these performative conventions whereby joy and delight, love and reverence for the Prophet are acted out in publicly recognized forms that Baqavi draws our attention when he talks about feeding people, reciting the mawlud, organizing the mawlud celebrations, and so on. Since most Mappilas do not Two points are analytically consequential in the passage extracted from Baqavi's lesson that help us appreciate the ethical work that the mawlud enacts in crafting the Mappila self. First, the understanding of the mawlud in Baqavi's framework views the mawlud not as merely expressive, but also constitutive, of the virtues of the love and reverence for the Prophet-and similar appropriate dispositions such joy and gratitude-which, on this understanding, are thought to be an article of faith incumbent upon all Muslims. That is to say, mawlud attendees do not enter into the mawlud with an always already set of emotions and dispositions appropriate to the performance of the mawlud such as the love and reverence for the Prophet. Instead, it is also through the mawlud and related practices such as invocation of salat that they develop such virtuous emotions and affects. Second, on this understanding, the mawlud is construed as both a means and an end and there is no necessary separation between the two (compare Mahmood 2005). It is an end because the virtue of love for the Prophet underpinning the celebration of the mawlud is considered by Mappilas like Baqavi to be an obligation on the part of the believerssomething that is necessary to accomplish their faith (iman). The mawlud and the virtuous love one cultivates through it are also a means in that they also inform the way one conducts oneself daily in life, thereby help one realize the larger goal of being a pious Muslim who is closer to
God-of being a muttaqwi (roughly "God-fearing"). Notably, in this framing, the performance of the mawlud by bodying forth appropriate emotions and gestures is a necessary, and not a contingent, act in the acquisition of both the virtuous love for the Prophet and piety in general.
